CEDRUS CLUB

Cedrus: noun / 2nd declension / feminine
Cedar, juniper, cedar wood, cedar-oil
The Cedrus Club recognises those generous individuals who have donated over £5,000 either as a one-off donation, or an accumulation of smaller gifts over time, to the College.

The Cedar tree is a symbol of strength, support and connection, protection and stability - all characteristics that seem particularly apt for this donor club.

LWC’s iconic Cedars stand tall on the lawns overlooking the playing fields. These trees are etched into many a pupil’s and Sternian’s memories - whether covered in snow or acting as shade on a beautiful summer’s day.

**Members Receive...**

- A beautiful cedar branch pin badge
- Invitations to special donor events
- Invitations to other College events
- Regular updates from LWC
- Name printed annually in Supporter Update (optional)

**Gold Membership** is for anyone gifting £50,000 or more, with members receiving a gold badge and the opportunity for their name to appear on our elegant, glass donor board.